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Private and Public prints and Works in Progress
Posted by anachreon - 2012/02/27 05:25
_____________________________________

Hiya, 

Will there be an option to mark the print as Private? There are a few reasons I have for this: 

- If the model is a Work in Progress I would like to be able to print these prior to making the final object
available for sale. This may be due to testing of the materials and/or changes to client requirements. 

- If the client does not wish for the model to be publicly available yet still requires the ability to purchase it
through Krafwurx: Would there be a possibility of introducing this feature? On a similar note: Will you be
introducing an easy way to integrate this with our own sites? 

- In order to preclude this query in future: If the theme of the print is adult in nature, are there any
restrictions imposed by Kraftwurx on this? Would the 'Private' option cover this? 

Cheers, 

Luis.

============================================================================

Re:Private and Public prints and Works in Progress
Posted by Marco CM - 2012/02/27 12:05
_____________________________________

You may upload models to print without publishing them to the public store. In the model description field
you will see a check box labeled "Publish to Store". If you make sure this is unchecked the model will
stay private in your account alone. Currently if you'd like to sell that private model print to a customer.
You options would be to purchase the print from the seller's account and choose to have it shipped to
the address of your choice. Kraftwurx's Nudity policy only restricts adult content from the public store.
Weapons on the other hand would not be allowed by any means. 

Let me know if this answers your questions Luis, 

-Marco 
Community Manager

============================================================================

Re:Private and Public prints and Works in Progress
Posted by anachreon - 2012/02/28 08:29
_____________________________________

Hiya, 

It's answered to a degree, but this bit doesn't make sense: 
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'Currently if you'd like to sell that private model print to a customer. You options would be to purchase
the print from the seller's account and choose to have it shipped to the address of your choice.' 

So I would have to either request the Buyer's account details (which I assume is what you mean by
'Seller') or create a dummy account. Unless you are referring to me making the purchase and changing
the shipping address? 

I would rather the Client have the ability to view those Private items I choose. In this way you are not
restricted by the number of 'Private' clients. All I would need to do is add the Client's username to my
'Viewers/Clients' list (and then having passed an email authorisation) to be able to view the specific
model I assign that Client or Clients to. They then log in with their details and proceed from there. 

Please also clarify the Nudity and adult content distinctions, as 'adult' is a broader term. 

Cheers, 

Luis.

============================================================================

Re:Private and Public prints and Works in Progress
Posted by Marco CM - 2012/02/28 12:37
_____________________________________

I was referring to you the seller making the purchase and changing the shipping address. Much like
sending a gift. For the time being we do not employ the type of allowed viewer type functionality you
mentioned. I will speak with our development team to see about implementing this. If it is possible, I will
update you here. 

As for "Adult" I only mean violent or nude sculptures. No pornography, obscenities or hateful displays
are allowed. 

Hope this helps a bit more Luis. 

-Marco 
Community Manager

============================================================================

Re:Private and Public prints and Works in Progress
Posted by anachreon - 2012/03/01 04:08
_____________________________________

Hiya, 

As for changing the shipping address via my Seller account... This would mean that I would have to have
been paid through a separate means, which introduces an additinal delay as well as costs (in processing
through another payment gateway). Not ideal. I am sure most sellers would prefer the option I had
suggested earlier. 

The Adult definition really needs further clarification. 'Nude' and 'obscenities' can mean the same for a lot
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of people. This becomes more difficult when Art is introduced into the equation... 
What if there is an option to tag the content as 'Adult' in nature so that it is not viewable in the Public
Store? This would render it only viewable to anyone that has logged in, ticked the option in their account
to view Adult content and has been verified as an Adult? (Verification through Credit Card?). Online
magazine subscription services (such as zinio.com) use a similar methodology. 

If the Nudity policy only applies to Public Store content, does this mean any Adult content (aside from
weaponry) is allowed in the Private Store? I may be repeating myself but I am rewording it to establish a
clear meaning to the policy to try to avoid obscure assumptions. 

Is a printed chess set using figures similar to those found in Greek sculpture an Artwork or a Nude or
obscene print? 

Is a printed mesh bra (worn and photographed for the Store) considered Adult or obscene? 

Cheers, 

Luis.

============================================================================

Re:Private and Public prints and Works in Progress
Posted by Marco CM - 2012/03/01 10:54
_____________________________________

For the time being products can be published for public sale, or unpublished. Members can also order 3d
prints of their uploaded models without publishing them to the store. We are considering your
suggestions. More options may come later. 

In the matter of adult/obscene content with regards to direct orders through Kraftwurx. We would ask
that you use your better judgment and we will as well when reviewing the model to 3d print.  

-Marco 
Community Manager

============================================================================
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